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1. LogickS, jasn6 a piehlednd
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v patiian6m rozsah u

1. Odpovidd viem stanovenlim poiadavk0m

Vl. Jazvkov6 iroven prace: 1. Vribornd

Vll. N 5 rodnost zoracovd n i ttimatu: 1. Velmi vysok6

This is undoubtedly one of the best written bachelor theses I have ever supervised. The
writing is crisp and thoughtful, and the analysis penetrates the material com prehensively.
The focus seems to be the inciteful detection of the evolution, if you will, of the physical and
mental characteristics of the vampires in three fictional representations by Polidori, LeFanu
and Stoker. lt includes a succinct look at the gender of the vampires and their victims, the
typology of victims and the response of the various side characters as well. lt also relates
the issue of satanic elements, sexuality (within the context of the time), and traits of the
vampires' power and control factors. Another remarkable feature of this thesis is the
restrained use of quotations - yet when Ms Sedlakova quotes from the texts, the quotes are
powerful bits of writing and she then explains the power and meaningfulness of these
citation s.

While Lord Ruthven appears in high society and succeeds masterfully in his acts of seduction,
ruin and murder of innocent women (and some men), the characters of Carmilla and
especially Count Dracula do not appear to be socially active characters but operate more in
isolation and seclusion, in spite of all three vampires holding the mark of aristocratic
positions. This distinction of the vampires'social activity may have been analyzed more
carefully and contrasted for their effect. Dr. Polidori may have wished to fashion his one-
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time travel companion Lord Byron as a sort of seductive vampire; the comparison of
Polidori's travels with Lord Byron and Aubrey's travels with Lord Ruthven (both include a
visit to Greece and their women) may be a venture for deeper, possibly biographically-
oriented fu rther study.

Again, an outstanding effort by Ms Sedlakova, who I wish to heartily congratulate for this
outstanding effort ! !!

Prdce splriuje* zdkladni poiadavky kladen6 na tento typ praci, a proto ji doporuduji* k ristni
obhajob6.

Navrhovan6 zn5mka: vfborn6*

Ot6zkv k obhaiob6:

Which male aristocratic character in your opinion is more sinister, Lord Ruthven or
Count Dracula and why? And of the three vampires, which do you feel is the least
repulsive?

Given the overt sexual nature of the ruin of (mostly) women in the three works, do
you feel there are pedagogical or moral messages that vampire fiction suggest to
young innocent women readers? What would the pedagogical or moral message be?

Why do you think so much of these three plots centered on vampires are located
outside of England and fundamentally set in rural settings?
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